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Some remarks on multiple-entry finite automata are presented. They deal with the effects 
of nondeterminism and of other logics on the family of languages accepted, comparison 
with finite automata (both deterministic and nondeterministic) in terms of number of 
states and a bound on a decision procedure. 
Gill and Kou [2] introduced the multiple-entry finite automaton (mefa, for short) 
as a deterministic finite automaton with no specified initial state, which accepts a word 
if some choice of initial state gives an fa (short for finite automaton) accepting it. Thus, 
an n-state mefa corresponds to a parallel recognizer consisting of R fa’s-differing only 
in their initial states-with logic OR (cf. [2, Fig. 6(b)]). Here we make some remarks 
extending their work. 
Gill and Kou [2, Theorems 1 and 31 showed that the mefa-acceptable languages are 
exactly those regular sets R that satisfy the suflix condition v E R whenever uv E R. 
It is easy to see that this property does not hinge on deterministic transitions, for if 
we replace the mefa’s transition functions by transition relations we still get the same 
class of regular sets. 
In their conclusions Gill and Kou [2, p. 181 suggest considering parallel recognizers 
with other logics. Now, replacing OR by NAND is clearly equivalent to interchanging 
final and nominal states, so we still get the family of mefa languages. Similarly, replacing 
OR by NOR gives a parallel recognizer for the complement. Thus, the languages of 
the form fiseS A(s) corresponding to AND or NOR parallel recognizers are the regular 
sets R such that WV E R whenever v E R, i.e., the ultimate-definite regular events of 
Paz and Peleg [S, p. 4011. 
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It is clear that any n-state mefa is equivalent to a deterministic fa with at most (2” - 1) 
states (cf. the fa analog [2, pp. 6, 7j). Gill and Kou ask whether this bound can ever 
be achieved by a language over a binary alphabet. An asymptotic answer has been given 
independently by Galil and Simon [I]. H ere, we give an exact answer that shows that 
mefa’s can be as economical as nondeterministic fa’s in terms of number of states. 
Consider a mefa with state set S = {1,2,..., n} where state 1 is the only final state and 
let a and b be two distinct input symbols. Set f(1, a) = f(2, u) = 1 and for s > 2 
f(~, a) = s, whereas f(n, b) = 1 and for s < n f(s, b) = s + I. (This is similar to the 
table-universal fa of Paz [4, p. 961; cf. also Hartmanis and Stearns [3, p. 1921.) One 
can show that its (2” - 1)-state fa analog is reduced and connected, hence minimal. 
Thus, for each n > 1 we have a regular set R, accepted by an n-state fa, but having 
no deterministic (resp. nondeterministic) fa with fewer than (2” - 1) (resp. n) states. 
The casen = 3 with R3 = (A + a + a*b + ba*b)(a + ba + bbu*b)* isshownin Fig. 1. 
I 0 I --------- 
FIG. 1. Mefa (inside box) and minimalfu for R, . 
Finally, Gill and Kou [2, p. 121 showed that in order to test the language of an n-state 
fa for the suflix condition it suffices to check words of length up to (n - 1)2. A more 
detailed analysis of the argument, by taking into account the number m of final states, 
gives the slightly sharper bound (n - 1)2 - m(n - m) + 1. (Paz and Peleg [5, p. 4051 
suggest n(n - 1) - m(n - m) + 1.) 
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